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ABSTRACT: Does incommensurabilitv threaten the realist's claim that plwsical magnitudes express 
propert ies of natural kinds' Sorne clarifica tion comes frorn measurement theor\' and scientific 
practice. The standard (empiricisr) rheorv of measuremenr is meraplwsicallv neutral. Bur irs 
representarional, operarional and axiomatic aspecrs give rise ro severa! kinds of a one-sidecl 
metaplwsics. In scienrific prac ti ce. the scales of plwsical quantities (e.g. the rnass or lenght scale) 
are indeed consrrucred from measuring methods which hal'e incompatible axiomati c 
founda tions. Thev cover concepts i;\"hich belong to incommensurable theories. I argue. hoi;\·el'er. 
rhar the consrrucrion of such scales commirs us ro a modest version of scienrific realism. 

Kenrn rd s: Archimedean axiom, incommensurabilit\'. rn easurement rheorY, plwsical magnitudes. 
· plwsical quanriries. scienrific rea lism. 

l. Incommensurability 

Thomas S. Kuhn's famous book Tbe Structure of Scient!'fic Reuolutions claims that 
competing theories are incommensurable. Incommensurability has three aspects: changc 
of the problems which the scientists attempt to solve, change in the meaning of crucial 
theoretical concepts, ancl change of the worlcl within which science is practisecl . In the 1969 
postscrip t, Kuhn focuses on change of meaning ancl the associatecl problems of 
translatability:l Competing theories are associatecl with clifferent classification svstems as 
regareis phenornena. It is only parrially poss ible to cornmunicate about observational or 
experimental eviclence in a theoretically neutral language. Thus it is impossible to express 
the crucial concepts of one theory in the language of the other theorv, ancl vice versa. 
Following Quine's work on ontological relativity, Kuhn argues that for these reasons thc 
usual (Tarskian) concept of truth as corresponclence to what is 'really there' is no longer 
tenable: 

There is, 1 think, no rheorl'-independent i;\·av ro reconst rucr phrases like 'rea l11· rhere': rhe 
norion of a rnarch bern-een rhe onrologv of a theor\' and its 'real' counrerpan in nawre noi;\· 
seems ro me illusil'e in principie. (Kuhn 1970, p. 206) 
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Incleecl any substantial change in the conceptual founclations of a discipline raises most 

serious problerns for scientific realism. Scientific realists claim that science aims ar true 
explanations of the obse1vable phenornena (Leplin 1984). In order to cope with scientific 
revolutions, they have to assurne that either sorne referential truths about natural kinds, or 

sorne approximately true laws of nature, or both, can be expressed in a universal scientific 

language. Frorn a realist's point of view, the language of modern science derives from 

mathematical physics since Galileo. Incornrnensurability challenges scientific realism bv 

clenying the possibility of a unique scientific language. If we have no language to bridge the 
conceptual gap between competing theories, Kuhn is right in claiming that it is neither 

possible to explain whether theories refer nor why one of them shoulcl come closer to truth 

than the other one. 

2. The language of physics 

At least for rnodern physics, incommensurability seems to have much less clramatic 

consequences for the uniqueness of scientific language than Kuhn's arguments suggest. 

Most physicists wou ld agree that cornpeting theories are in a certa in sense 

incommensurable, ancl that a change in the conceptual founclations of science gives rise to a 
clramatic change of our worlcl view. But most of them woulcl never agree that changes in thc 
meaning of theoretical concepts preclucle the existence of terms in which such conceptual 

changes can be expressecl, ancl in which the superiority of one theory over another one can 

be valiclatecl. Richard P. Feynman (whom no one coulcl suspect of having been affecred too 
much by professional philosophy of science) wrote about the change in the meaning of 
mass in the transition to relativistic mechanics: 

Philosophically we are colllpletell' í\TOng with the approximate la w. Our entire picture of rhe 
í\'Orld has ro be altered e\'en though the lllass changes onh· a lirrle bit. ( ... ) Eren a sllla ll effect 
solllet imes requires profound changes in our ideas. (Femlllan 1965. p. -1) 

These worcls confirm Kuhn's view of incornmensurabilitv only partiallv. We shoulcl note that 
Feynman makes a clistinction between the pbilosopbical import of a law ancl the lang~1age 

of P'-'.l'Sics in which ir is expressecl. Like Kuhn, he ernphasizes thar the world vie\\ s 
associatecl with non-relativistic rnechanics ancl special relarivity are completely clifferent, even 

though approximatel~1 equal laws derive from both theories. On the other hancl, he speaks 

about the mass which is subject to a small quantitative change when we pass from the non

relativistic to the relativistic description of a motion. Kuhn's account of scientific revolutions 
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tells us that these clescriptions relv on incommensurable concepts. A non-relativistic mass is 
constant but a relativistic mass clepencls on its velocity in a given inertial frame. Kuhn woulcl 
argue that in speaking about tbe mass, Feynman uses the concept ambiguously. 

If we look at scientific practice, however, we see botb concepts ar work in pre
establishecl harmony. Physicists have been using the non-relativistic ancl relativistic concepts 
of mass for clecacles, without running into ambiguity or confusion. The conceptual choice 
clepencls on the problems they have to solve ancl the theoretical tools they neecl for solving 
them. Quite often they use even both concepts simultaneously. Many moclels combining a 
non-relativistic clescription of a process with a relativistic correction have been clevelopecl in 
subatomic physics. Such moclels work perfectly, ancl they can be inclepenclently testecl 
(Falkenburg 1995, 1996). Thus it seems that in scientific practice, the linguistic problems 
posecl by incommensurability can be overcome. Physicists construct a mass scale that covers 
ali mass values we may assign to any object in the subatomic, macroscopic or cosmological 
clomain. They suppose that the scile represents a class of physical properties of material 
things ancl their parts. They assign mass values to electrons, to billarcl balls, ancl to black 
boles. In so cloing, thev seem to suppose that these numbers represent commensurable 
plwsical magnitudes. 

Kuhn wou lcl not interpret such scientific practice as a case against bis view of 
incommensurability. He woulcl rather cite his 1961 paper Tbe Function ofJ!feasurement in 
:Vfodem Pbysical Science where he showecl that in aclvancecl disciplines , theory 
consolic.lation anc! comparison rely on nzeasurement. Aclvancecl science clevelops 
experiments for generating observable phenomena, ancl precise measuring methocls for 
giving a quantitative account of the phenomena. Once the phenomena can be measurecl, 
competing theories baue to have almost ic.lentical empirical content. That is , their 
quantitative preclictions must agree appro:ximately for most of the observable phenomena. 
Empirically, they compete only in being capable of coping with the quantitative anomalies of 
the riv<tl theory. 

Thus in Kuhn's view, measurements put very strong constraints on theory clevelopment. 
Measuring results force incommensurable theories to come as close to each other as 
possible in their quantitative preclictions. Surely Kuhn wou lcl never say that they have to 
come close to trutb. My point is that he is right on incommensurability, anc! most probablv 
on the illusiveness of the truth of full-fleclgecl theories, but that he unc!erestimates the 
uni~1ing power anc! the referential impon of the theoretical language in which 
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measurements are expressed. Let me develop my argument beginning with a sketch of 
formal measurement theory and its empiricist background. 

3. Measurement theory 

Modern measurement theoty has an empiricist origin. Helmholtz (1887) founclecl it. 
Campbell (1920) elaborated it in more cletail. Nagel (1931), Hempel (1952), ancl Carnap 
(1966) put it in the framework of logical empiricism. The Suppes school reformulatecl it in 
model-theoretic terms ancl developed itas an abstraer theory which is expressecl in the 
formal language of modern , structuralist mathematics. Due to the monumental work 
Foundations o/ measurement (Krantz 1971) abstraer measurement theory has become 
such a perfect axiomatic theo1y that modern textbooks present it as appliecl mathematics 
(Narens 1985). 

Philosophers of science agree about the technical aspects but not about the metaphysics 
of measurement. Within the debate on scientific realism, they discuss whether physical 
quantities such as length, mass, charge, or temperature represent real properties of physical 
phenomena or not. Sorne undoubted technical features of measurement theory may serve 
as my staiting point for metaphysiGtl cla.rification. 

Formally, measurement therny is basecl on the axiomatization of relational strucrures. 
From an empiricist point of view, these relational structures are approximate models of 
empirical phenomena. Accorcling to Carnap or Suppes, measurement is basecl on ordering 
the phenomena of a given class into relational structures. Orclering gives rise to non
numerical relational structures which are models of the phenomena, that is, to empirical 
relational structures. An empirical relational structure is establishecl in two steps. First, "e 
have to choose two kinds of empírica! operations acting on phenomena or entities: an 
operation of concatenation (such as combining rods along a straight line) , anc! an operation 
of comparison (such as setting two rocls parallel to each other, and observing which one is 
longer). Seconclly, we have to choose certain CLYioms to frx a formal relational strucrurc in 
corresponclence to the empirical orclering obtainecl from concatenation ancl comparison 
(such as the axioms of extensive measurement). Measurement is the numerical comparison 
of an element of an empirical structure with an arbitral"')' unit. Thus to measure a 
phenomenon, rwo further systematic steps are requirecl. Namely, we liave to choose a uní! 
(such as the standard meter) uncler the elements of the empirical stt\Jcture, ancl then assign 
to a phenomenon a number which expresses its relative magnitucle in comparison to thc 
unit. A quanti~1· is usually iclentifiecl with the function which assigns real numbers to thc 
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elements of an empirical structure, in relation to the unit. The sea/e of a quantity is the range 
of the function, that is, the numerical representation of ali magnitudes which are aclmittecl lw 
the axioms. 

Abstract measurement theory can be separatecl from its empiricist background ancl 
elaboratecl as applied mathematics. It starts from given axioms for formal relational 
structures, and cleals primarily with the formal problems of mapping them into the real 
numbers. The choice of the axioms is constrained by the goal of measuring. A formal 
relational structure is only goocl for measurement if it is uniquely representable by numbers, 
that is, if it has numerical moclels which are unique up to isomorphism. Therefore, it is 
requirecl that two theorems derive from the axioms: a representation theorem which 
guarantees the existence of a homomorphism from a given relational structure to real 
numbers; ancl a uniqueness tbeorem which determines the homomorphism uniquely up to 
isomorphic transformations, for example up to the linear transformations preserving the 
structure of a temperature scale. 

Abstract measurement theoty is primarily tailorecl for ideal measurements, that is for the 
mapping of simple relational structures into the real numbers. For more realistic applications, 
the theory becomes complicatecl. For example, measurement errors, or the fuzziness of 
empirical structures, may be taken into account by implementing probabilistic assumptions 
in to the ;1'<ioms.2 Another interesting way of mocli~1ing the theory is to weaken its axiomatic 
basis. For example, without the Archimeclean axiom it no longer holcls that ali elements of a 
relacional structure are representable by real numbers.3 This means that there are 
111atbematicalú• incommensurable elements of a relational structure. 

The mathematical concept of incommensurability was Kuhn's analogue for introclucing 
his clistinct notion of incommensurability (Mühlhólzer 1989, p. 14). Indeecl both concepts 
turn out to be closelv relatecl via the Archimeclean axiom of measurement theorv. In . . 

empirical science, the Archimeclean a.'<iom guarantees that we may extencl the familiar scales 
of physicaJ quantities such as mass or length to subatomic or cosmological clomains. Hilbert 
emphasizecl that the valiclity of the ;1x iom can be empirically testecl . Accorcling to his 
celebratecl articleAYiomatiscbes Denken, the empirical possibility to express inneratomic as 
\\ cll as celestial distan ces in terms of terrestrial measurements proves that the ;L'<iom is valicl 
(Hilbert 1918, p. 149). Inneratomic, terrestrial, ancl cosmological clistances, however, are 
subject to quantum theory, classical physics, ancl the special ;mcl general theories of relativity. 
Since these theories are incommensurable in Kuhn's sense, the Archimeclean ;Lxiom has 
clirect impon for the question of whether incommensurable theories necessarily give rise to 
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the incommensurability of physical concepts that express measurable magnitudes such as 
mass or lenght. If the axiom is empirically valid the measured quantities in the subatomic, 
terrestrial, and celestial domains are not incommensurable in Kuhn's sense, in the context of 
axiomatic measurement theory.4 

From an empiricist point of view, measurement has three aspects. l. It has an 
operational basis that gives rise to a well-defined empirical ordering of the phenomena. 2. 
It depends on axioms that are strong enough to determine a numerical representation. 3. It 
implies the referential claim that the axioms, and their numerical representation, express 
the operational basis in an empirically adequate way. Abstraer measurement theorv 
expresses these aspects in such a way that they can no longer be separated. The operational 
and axiomatic aspects are interwoven in the axiomatic definition of a non-numerical 
(algebraic) relational structure. The referential aspect is formally expressecl by theorems 
which derive from the axioms of the relational st ructure plus number theory. These 
theorems state that the corresponding algebraic structure can be uniquely representecl bv 
real numbers. Abstraer measurement theory is based on the axiomatic method of moclern 
mathematics. lt says nothing about the empírica! meaning of the formal operations of 
concatenation ancl comparison on which it is built. Ancl it makes no claims about the 
existence of concrete models of abstraer relational structures, or their numerical 
representations. 

4. Metaphysical disagreement 

Philosophers of science start to disagree about measurement when thev consicler abstraer 
measurement together with its concrete background, that is, when they stucly its links to 
empirical applications. Looking at the applications of a theoty, however, does not yet force 
metaphysical debates u pon us. In my view, the empiricist theorv of measurement presentecl 
by the Suppes school is metaphvsically neutral. It is justa mathematical the0t~' about the 
structure of the use of numerical methods in empirical science. ln this regare!, it is egua! to 
any mathematical theot~' of empirical science itself. 

A closer look ar experimental physics shows indeecl that measurement themy accounts 
correctly for the way in which numerical models represent the theoretical axioms unclerlving 
a measurement methocl , and the structure of the phenomena arising from certain 
experimental operations. The clistinction of the operational, axiomatic, ami referential ( or 
representational) aspects of measurement, ancl the investigation of their formal 
relationships, is neither restrictecl toan empiricist view of science nor to the empiricist 
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standard examples of measuring lengths by means of rigid rods and so on. Even the 
sophisticated experiments of subatomic physics may be completely explained in terms of 
measurement themy as sketched above. They are based on empirical operations which 
result first in the construction and calibration of an electron or proton beam and a particle 
detector, later in a period of elata taking, and finally in the comparison of the observecl 
properties of the particle tracks which had been taken by the detector. The design ancl 
performance of such an experiment and the quantitative data analysis that makes the 
measurement complete are firmly based on theoretical laws functioning as axioms o.f 
measurement. These measuring laws depend crucially on classical and quantum models of 
what goes on in the experiment. In addition, they depend crucially on the theoretical 
construction of numerical scales of physical quantities such as mass and charge, and on the 
assumption that the observed particle tracks are unique(1• representable by numbers that 
denote the corresponding physical magnitudes of certain kincls of particles. 

Only when a single aspect of measurement is overemphasized clo we make a decisive 
step towards diverging metaphysical views about physical quantities. If we consider 
exclusively the operational aspects of measurement, we are lec! to operationalism . 
Bridgman proposed the extreme view that each measuring method defines another quantit:y 
(Bridgman 1927). Ellis' account of Óperational definitions is more sophisticatecl. Ellis (1966, 
p. 34-36) suggests that physical quantities are cluster concepts which derive from ali 
measuring methods giving approximately the same quantitative results. Nevertheless, in 
Basic Concepts of Measurement he still rejects the way in which scientific realism explains 
why cenain measuring results should agree, namely the existence of physical properties 
which correspond to such cluster concepts. 

Focusing on the axiomatic aspects of measurement leads to holism. Any measurement 
depends on a themy about the structure of the phenomena which are measurecl. Anv 
theoty, even if it is made up of severa! heterogeneous models, can be restated in terms of 
the axiomatic method. Sneed and bis followers emphasized mainly the theoretizity of 
dynamic quantities such as mass or force (Sneed 1971, Balzer/Moulines/Sneed 1987). But 
the familiar spatio-temporal quantities depend no less crucially on theory. Modern physics 
knows alternative space-time theories which give rise to distinct axiomatizations of 
measurement. One has the choice between Euclidean or non-Euclidean measurements of 
length, non-relativistic or relativistic measurements of velocity and mass, and so on. The 
measurement of a quantity never stands on its own. It is always embedded in a complicated 
framework of assumptions about the laws of nature, ceteris paribus clauses, etc. Such 
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reasoning results in the Duhem-Quine-Thesis, and in Kuhn's view that the crucial concepts 
of rival theories have incommensurable meaning even though they may give rise to 
approximately equal numerical predictions. Kuhn's incommensurability thesis is not onlv a 
case against empiricism or scientific realism, but also against Ellis' cluster concepts of physical 
quantities. In modern physics, the scales of length, mass, charge etc. rely on a cluster of 
measuring methods stemming from incommensurable theories. That is, they are conceptual 
clusters made up of incompatible concepts.5 

A related anti-representationalist view of measurement is conventionalism. It results 
from focusing on the arbitraty assumptions which are necessarily built in any measurement. 
The unit of the scale of a quantity is always arbitrarily chosen. In addition, many measuring 
methods depend on theoretical concepts without any operational content. Typical examples 
are: the basic assumption of ordinaiy length measurement that rods are rigid; or the famous 
Einstein convention in the relativistic definition of simultaneity (Einstein 1905, ~ 1). 

Many philosophers of science emphasize the representational (or referential) aspects of 
measurement against operationalism, holism, anc! conventionalism. They tend either to 
empiricism orto scientific realism. Empiricists claim that the axiomatic representation of 
measurement is constrained by the structure of the phenomena: the axioms of a 
measurement cannot be arbitrarily chosen since they liave to be empirically adequate. Thus 
even though any measuring method contains arbitraty elements, the choice of the axioms is 
much more than a matter of convention. It is anchored in the phenomena. But in explaining 
the domain of the axioms, empiricists defend ontological pai·simony. They argue that there is 
no epistemic justification to our extending the relational structures unclerlving a 
measurement from a finite empirical clomain toan infinite clomain of unobservables. 

Scientific realists, on the other hancl , clefend the view that physical quantities such a:; 
length, mass, or charge express the real properties of natural kincls such as electrons. For 
them, quanties are classes of magnitudes, and magnitudes are propenies that come in 
degrees. Typically they are platonists, that is, they rei~1 properties ancl magnitucb 
(Armstrong 1987, 1988). Swoyer (1987) and Ellis (1987) emphasize that physical 
properties are first arder univers~tls, and their quantitative relations second arder universals. 
Kyburg (1984, p.17) has a related position. He defends the views that physical magnitucle:; 
are abstraer objects, and tl1at quantities should not be interpreted as functions from empirical 
structures into the real numbers but as functions from empirical structures into classes of 
magnitudes. 
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The formal structure of measurement theory explains obviously at least which diversitv 
of metaphysical views could arise. Is there any hope of bringing the diverging lines of 
reasoning together? How are they related? Is one of them of predominan( importance? For 
clarification purposes, Jet me recall sorne traditional philosophical views about physical 
quantities which were developed together with modern physics. 

5. Representationalism 

Empiricists and scientific realists share a representational view of theoretical concepts. 
According to the empiricist approach, the numerical values of physical magnitudes represent 
classes of empirical phenomena. These classes arise from certain empirical operations. In 
the view of scientific realism, physical magnitudes represent properties of physical objects. 
To reduce physical quantities to their representational aspects results obviously in a 
referential or e.xtensional view of the meaning of physical concepts. 

Modern physics started from such a referential interpretation of theoretical concepts. 
Newton conceives of space ancl time as real entities. His concepts of absolute space and 
time have no operational meaning at ali, His absolute space is an immaterial substance with 
the only physical effect of causing the pseudo-forces that are observed in non-inertial 
frames. The associated absolute time-flow is an immaterial process of perfect uniformity. 
(Both concepts are closely related to 17th centuty theism. In the last analysis, Newton 
supposed them to be grounclecl in Gocl.) 

Newton's concept of mass accorcling to which mass is the product of volume and densitv 
is also referential. It depends on atomism. It is only meaningful if clensity is unterstoocl in 
terms of atoms per volume. Newton does not mention atomism in the definitions at the 
beginning of the Pn'ncipia. But in the comment to the third rule of reasoning in book III , he 
tells us that the primary qualities of ali bodies, "extension, harclness, impenetrability, mobility, 
ancl inertia", result from the corresponding properties of ali parts of the boclies; and he 
continues: 

and thus we conclude the least parts of ali bodies to be also ali extended, and hard , anci 
impenetrable, and movable, and endowed with their proper inertia. And chis is che 
fo undation of ali phi losoplw. (Newton 1729, p. 399) 

Thus in Newton's view, natural philosophv, or physics, is foundecl in theoretical concepts 
which refer to atoms. Atoms are extended, harcl, impenetrable, movable, and have inertial 
mass. The corresponding obsetvable properties of mechanical bodies derive from the same 
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properties of unobservables. The mass of a body is simply the sum of the masses of its 
atoms. Therefore, Newton's famous definition of mass, or "quantity of matter", shoulcl be 
interpreted as follows. Mass is the product of volume and density whereby the density of a 
substance is the number of atoms in a given unir volume of that substance. In this way, the 
concept of inertial mass is definecl. (Newton has no concept of gravitational mass, onlv a 
concept of weight. In his view, weight is nota primary quality of matter but a relacional 
property which clepends on gravity, that is, on the force another bocly exerts on a boclv 
according to the law of gravitation) . 

Understoocl in this way, Newton's clefinition of mass aims at speci~1ing a clynamic 
quantity in terms of atomic units. This is analogous to the modero way of specifying atomic 
weight in multiples of the nucleon mass. Newton defines mass as a quantity which is a 
multiple of a given unit instead of explaining itas a physical property or quality of boclies. He 
gives only a definition for the numerical concept of the dimensionless ratio of the mass 
values of a body and its least parts. I think this is typical of an exclusively referential , or 
extensional, view of the meaning of physical quantities. A magnitucle is not defined as a kincl 
of property (or intensional entity) but only as a number that denotes the multiple of a 
natural unit. Newton's clefinition of the "quantity of matter'' shoulcl be taken as literal: it 
defines only the quantity of matter, measurecl in atomic units, but not the quality of inertia 
as a clynamic propeny of matter. 

Such an extensional definition of mass as a quantity has the enonnous aclvantage that 
mathematical physics can dispense with the metaphysical assumption of clynamic 
clispositions or interna! powers of bodies. But it has also two disadvantages. First, the 
clefinition depencls necessmi(v on atomism. It has no mathematical meaning if there is no 
finite natural unit of mass, that is, if matter is infinitely divisible. Seconcl, the clefinition cloes 
not cliscriminate between coe.,\tensiue physical preclicates such as inertial ancl gravitational 
mass. Since both kinds of mass are iclentifiecl in general relativity we may object that it 
depends on our theories whether coextensive physical properties shoulcl be clistinguishecl or 
not. In Newton's view, however, ali prima1y qualities of bodies are coextensive. Therefore, 
his definition of mass does not even aclmit to make the distinction between spatio-temporal 
properties such as extension ancl movability, and clynamic properties such as harclness, 
impenetrability, ancl inertia. In giving an exclusiue(v extensional definition of matter, 
Descartes was obviously more logical. 

The problem arises since Newton's extensional concept of mass is operationally void. His 
definition of mass refers to unobservable atomic units, and is thus essentially non-
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operational. It is extensional, or referential, because it cloes not give rise to any measuring 
methocl. Newton neecls to refer to the number of atoms since he has no measurement for 
mass asan intrinsic property of boclies. In Newton's clav, however, atoms were empiricallv 
unaccessible. To measure the number of atomic units corresponcling to the mass of a boclv 
was beyoncl the experimental methocl. Surely Newton was well aware that a theoretical 
concept without any operational content is of no use in empirical science. Therefore he tied 
his referential concept of mass to the empirical concept of weight. In cloing so, he reliecl on 
the empirical proponionali ty of mass ancl weight (Newton 1729, p. 1). 

Mach's famous criticism is in the same thrust. His objections against Newton's concept 
of mass point at the missing clarity of a referential clefinition without any empirical or 
operational content. On the basis of rejecting atomism, Mach is justifiecl in arguing that the 
clefinition is circular.6 In aclclition, he argues that even if atomism is grantecl the clefinition 
generally cloes not work. In his view, cletermining a mass bv counting atoms works onlv for 
boclies made up of the same stuff whereas for chemically clifferent boclies, the remaining 
theoretiGtl presuppositions are merelv multipliecl (Mach 1883, p. 210 f.).7 

6. Operationalism 

Mach suggests the following way to avoicl the unclear recluction of mass to the number of 
unobservable atoms. Mass shoulcl not be clefinecl as a monaclic predicare but as a relational 
concept. Accorcling to Newton's seconcl ancl thircl law, the negative ratio of the relative 
accelerations that two moving boclies exert u pon each other is the ratio of their masses. The 
mass of a single bocly cannot be clefinecl, only the mass ratio of two boclies that accelerate 
each other. Their mass ratio is the negative inverse proponion of their mutual accelerations 
(Mach 1883, p. 211). This is an explicit theoretical clefinition for a climensionless quantitv 
that replaces Newton's full-fleclgecl concept of mass. The resulting concept of a mass ratio 
has an obvious operational content since the relative acceleration of two boclies can alwavs 
be measurecl. The concept is not operational in a strict sense since the clefinition gives rise 
to the ways of measuring a mass ratio, ancl not vice versa. We may take itas operational , 
however, in the weaker sense of a theoretical concept which is sufficiently cleterminecl by its 
operational basis. 

Mach's clefinition makes it possible to define a relational concept of mass. The relative 
mass of a bocly is given as a number in units of the mass of another bocly. The aclvantage of 
this concept is that in comraclistinction to Newton's atomic units, the units are now 
cmpirically given. 111e clisaclvantage is that it cloes not allow the clistinction of the climensions 
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of mass or of other dynamic quantities such as momentum, force , energy, or charge. 
Newton's definition of mass in terms of atomic units aims at least at the dimension 'mass', 
even though missing it. From an empiricist point of view, however, the apparent loss is 
indeed a gain. Mach defines the mass ratio expLicitly by an acceleration ratio since he wants to 
reduce dynamic properties such as mass or force to spatio-temporal quantities such as 
acceleration. For him, al! dynamic distinctions are reducible to distinct phenomenological 
features. It is not by accident that he eliminares from physics the dimension of mass as a 
class of properties of their own. TI1e dimensional concept of mass belongs to the world vie,,· 
of scientific realism . It expresses the assumption of a class of magnitudes which are 
identified with properties of natural kinds. In Mach's view its elimination is possible since 
operationally, the numerical value of a mass ratio can be recluced to a proportion of the 
observecl accelerations of t:wo empírica! boclies. (This idea has later been realised by means 
of stating the Ramsey sentence of a theory.) 

Mach's operational recluction of mass ratios ancl relative masses to mutual accelerations, 
however, is deficient from an axiomatic point of view. His theoretical clefinition of the mass 
ratio relies on a crucial idealisation. It deals with two isolated boches. Consiclering only the 
mutual acceleration of two boclies neglects their interactions with the rest of the worlcl. For 
many practica! purposes, the idealisation may give rise to a very good approximate 
clescription of the relative empírica! motion arising from the interaction of two boclies on 
their own. But for the definition of a theoretical concept, empírica! approximations are 
obviously not goocl enough. Dueto the law of universal gravitation, ali boclies in the world are 
accelerating each other. Thus from an axiomatic point of view, it does not suffice to define a 
mass ratio solely from the mutual acceleration of two bodies. Therefore Mach's concept of a 
mass ratio does not satisfy even the (weak) necessa1y condition of an operational concept to 
be detennined by its operational basis. The correct operational clefinition of mass ratios 
requires a sophisticated Lagrangian axiomatization of mechanics that aclmits the clescription 
of the mutual accelerations of many boclies simultaneously (Schmidt 1993). To make the 
operational definition of the mass ratios in a system of given boches complete, we woulcl 
have to take into account in the last analysis al! bodies in the universe. 

In considering strict operationalism, it becomes only more obvious that operational 
definitions are bound toan axiomatic approach. According to Bridgman (1927), a quantity is 
defined by the associated measuring method. Let me ignore the problem of multiplying 
quantities which Ellis (1968, p. 34-36) wants to overcome with his cluster concepts. Even 
the paradigm of operationalism, Einstein's definition of simultaneitv, derives from 
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theoretical principies. In the famous 1905 paper on special relativity, Einstein defines the 
concept 'simultaneous' referring to the synchronisation of clocks by the transfer of light 
signals between inertial frames. We ali know that the definition implies a non-operational 
element, the assumption that light travels with the same speed back ancl forth which has 
been callee! the Einstein convention (Einstein 1905, ~ 1). But in adclition, it clepencls on the 
plinciple ojrelatiuity that is non-operational as well. 

The principie of relativity says that the Jaws of physics are iclentical in ali inenial frames. In 
the introcluction of the 1905 paper, Einstein states itas a principie which cloes not only hokl 
for the Jaws of mechanics but also for the Jaws of electroclynamics ancl optics. His starting 
point are sorne phenomena of electroclynamics which give support to the expectation that 
the principie is universally v;tlicl. His empirical example is that the magnitucle of the current in 
a conductor moving in a magnetic fielcl clepencls on the relative motion alone. In aclclition, he 
mentions the null results of the Michelson-Morley type experiments. He emphasizes that 
two presuppositions are sufficient for deducing a simple ancl consistent electroclynamics of 
moving boclies: the principie of relativity, ancl the principie that the vacuum speecl of light 
cloes not clepencl on the motion of the light source. Logically, the seconcl principie is relatecl 
to the first one as follows. By applying the principie of relativity to the transmission of light 
sign;tls, we obtain the same speecl oflight in ali inertial frames. 

A closer look at Einstein's operational definition of simultaneity shows that it is incleecl 
basecl on the principie of relativity. Einstein aclherecl to Mach in rejecting theoretical 
clefinitions that are operationally void. But in contradistinction to Mach, he clic! not want to 
criticise the conceptual founclations of Newton's mechanics but to develop a new theory. 
Thus he coulcl not presuppose a full-fleclgecl theory for clefining operational concepts. He 
hacl to work the other way rouncl. This clic\ not at ;tlJ mean that he stanecl from a discussion of 
empirictl operations. His starting point was the principie of relativity. It tole! him wbicb kincls 
of empirical operation were aclmitted for measurements that agree with the laws of 
electroclynamics in ali inertial frames: above ali, the transmission of light signals. Accorcling to 
Newtonian mechanics alone, it is aclmittecl to synchronise two clocks in a common rest 
frame, ancl to accelerate one of them innocuously for time measurements in another inertial 
frame. Accorcling to the principie of relativit:y it is not admittecl, as the twin paraclox strikinglv 
shows.8 Einstein's operational clefinitions of simultaneity, ancl of the lenght of a rigicl roe!, are 
powerful enough for cleriving the laws of special relativity only because they are chosen in 
agreement with the principie of relativity. It can incleecl be shown that the Lorentz 
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rransformation derives from the principie of relativity, the assumption of a finite speed of 
light, plus a few other principies of physics (Mittelstaeclt 1995). 

7. The axioma tic method 

Briclgman (1927) interpretecl Einstein's clefinitions from an empiricist point of view. 
Accorcling to him, physical quantities reduce to expressions for empírica! operations. He cut 
operational clefinitions off their axiomatic background. Einstein hacl a completely clifferent 
methoclology. His main principies were the universali~l' of theoretical principies ancl 
measuring methocls, ancl the agreement of both. In realising these methoclological 
principies, he stanecl always from theoretical consiclerations. When quantum mechanics ancl 
the Copenhagen interpretation arose he clic! not hesitare to accuse Heisenberg ancl Bohr of 
operationalism. Against their allegecl operational view of the observables of quantum 
mechanics, he claimecl that the theory determines what are the elata, ancl not vice versa 
(Heisenberg 1969, p. 92; Scheibe 1992, p. 125). 

Einstein was obviously a proponent of the axiomatic methocl. His view of the relation 
between theories ancl their elata brings us back to theoretical holism, ancl to the problem of 
incommensurability. How can we juclge on the truth of a themy on the basis of measuring 
methocls which clepencl on the conceptual founclations of the ve1y theo1y under debate' To 
clarify this question, let us have a look at Hilben's axiomatic methocl ancl its use in physics. 

Accorcling to Hilbert, theoretical terms such as the concepts ofEucliclean geomeuy have 
no formal or informal meaning on their own. They are only cleterminecl by a system of 
axioms. That is, their sense can not be pinnecl clown by explicit clefinitions. It is only implicitlv 
given by axioms insteacl of clefinitions. In aclclition , their reference is not fixecl. They mav 
apply to many kincls of entities insicle or outsicle pu re mathematics. It has come imo use to 

say that axioms give ímplicit defínítíons of concepts. This is clue to Bernays (1922 , p. 95) 
who emphasized that in Hilbert's view, geometrical concepts such as 'point' , 'straight line', or 
'lying between', are only "implicitly characterisecl" by the axioms in which they occur. A 
system of axioms cloes not determine isolated concepts but a whole themy, ancla class of 
formal or empírica! structures as its moclels. 

The axioms of a theo1y must satisfy severa! conditions. They have to be índependent ancl 
consistent (Hilbert 1918, p. 148) . Their applications in physics shoulcl in acldition be 
empirical~v adequate. Hilbert usecl to say that there is a pre-established harmony between 
physical theory, ancl experience (Hilbert 1930). In his view, Einstein claims correctlv that 
· there are empírica! data that may give externa! support to a themy, even though the theot~' 
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comes first. From an axiomatic point of view, the aclequacy requirement may be expressecl 
as follows. Interna! consistency is not the only consistency constraint of an empirical theorv. 
In aclclition, the empirical structures ~mcl measurements which result from applying a theory 
to rhe phenomena shoulcl be approximately consistent with the axioms. The externa! 
consistency requirement is obviously non-logical. It clemands that an empírica! or 
phenomenological structure be an approximate moclel of a therny. 

A logically correct therny yields consistent theoretical predictions that 111ay give rise to 
cliscrepancies with the measuring results. Such cliscrepancies being anomalies in Kuhn's 
sense; they may provoque scientific revolutions. A goocl example is the anomalous 
perihelion of Mercury. It was founcl on the basis of Newtonian mechanics alone, but has only 
been explainecl from Einstein's general therny of relativity. The measuring methods for the 
test of a theory may we ll clepencl on the theoiy uncler debate. Bu t to perform a 
measurement means that the numerical measuring results are not cleterminecl by the 
theoiy under debate. 

In a certain .sense, the axiomatic methocl is grist on Kuhn's mili. By a set of axioms, the 
sense of theoretical concepts is given implicitly. The reference of an axiomatic theory is left 
completely open. A system of axioms that is taken to be universally valicl defines a worlcl 
view. Since the concepts occurring in the axioms cannot be definecl explicitly, ir is irnpossible 
to translate thern term-by-term into the concepts of a rival theory which has another 
axiomatic basis. 

Kuhn's claims concerning holisrn, incommensurability ancl the illusiveness of reference 
clepencl crucially on the assumption that a therny expresses a wor/d view, or is considerecl to 
be universally valid. In scientific practice, however, no one woulcl claim that in a preliminary 
stage of research the axioms underlying a therny ora corresponding measuring methocl 
shoulcl hold forever, ancl for ali parts of physics. Hilbert was well aware that the physical 
theories of his day were of limitecl scope. The axiomatic method does not airn at generating 
a holistic world view al! of a suelden. It establishes rather the process of integrating 
increasingly more fragrnents of theoretical knowleclge into decreasingly man y axiomatic 
systems. Two distinct theories can either be unified by combining their axioms (if they are 
compatible), or by reducing their axioms approximately to those of a thircl theory (if they are 
not). Hilben's standard expression for the unification of axiomatic theories was Ti~ferlegung 
der Fundamente (Hilbert 1918, p. 148). A favourite example of axiornatic unification is 
Einstein's reconciliation of mechanics and electrodynamics by means of the principie of 
relativity, respectively the special theory of relativity. 
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To incorporate a physical theory in to a more embracing axiomatic framework is onlv 
possible if it fits in with more of physics. Thus in addition to inclepenclence, consistency, ancl 
adequacy, the axioms of a physical theory shoulcl satis~' a condition concerning the 
extendability of their scope. They must not contraclict well-established theorems from 
neighbouring domains of knowledge (Hilbert 1918, p. 150 f.) . Hilbert gave two examples 
for this condition being satisfied. Kinetic theory is in agreement with thermoclvamics; ancl 
sorne laws of geometrical optics derive from his own axiomatization of radiation theory. 

We see that the axiomatic method does not onlv make Kuhn's holistic views more 
precise. It shows also how the problems posee! bv incommensurability might be overcome. 
Theories are no longer incommensurable as soon as their laws are embeclclecl into a 
common axiomatic framework, by means of exact or approximate recluctions. The rational 
response to Kuhn's challenge has incleecl been to initiate cletailecl formal investigations of 
inter-theoretical relations (Balzer/Moulines/Sneecl 1987; Mühlholzer 1989; Barreis 1994; 
Scheibe 1997). But this is not the whole storv. In scientific practice, severa! semantic 
problems arising from incornmensurable theories can not be resolved bv means of the 
<L'<iomatic methocl. For two reasons, looking for inter-theoretic relations that mav be 
expressecl in <L'<iornatic terms is quite often of no help in closing the conceptual gaps 
between two given theories. 

First, many times axiomatization comes long after sorne crucial laws of a new theorv 
have been developed, testee! by well-established measuring methocls, ancl fittecl into the 
rest of physics. The scientists have to cope with incornmensurability long befare a ne\\ 
theory is embedded into the existing architectonics of physics. They are onl~1 able to embecl 
a new theory into well-established physics ancl to clevelop inclepenclent measuring methods 
for it when they have already mastered the conceptual gaps between the new theoI!' ancl 
the olcl concepts. Imagine the development of quanturn mechanics after two clecacles of the 
ole! quantum themy The old quantum theory was heterogeneous. It was not good for 
axiomatization even though Hilbert attempted to put it in quasi-axiomatic shape arouncl 
1922/23. But it was the link between the classical concepts ancl later quantum mechanics 
(Darrigol 1992; Falkenburg 1997, 1998). It anticipatecl the crucial quantum principies while 
maintaining the classical model of orbiting electrons. When the latter had to be fina l !~, 

abandoned, substantial parts of the new theot!' were already expressed in the familiar 
language of physical quantities and anchored in the phenomena. They were interpreted in 
terms of classical physics ancl of Bohr's correspondence principie. After quantum mechanics 
had become subject of the axiomatic methocl, Heisenberg (1930, p. 78 ff.) suggested to 
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derive its basic laws from classical mechanics by meaos of quantisation rules, and to interpret 
chem in terms of correspondence. 

Second, we can not be sure whether ali theories of physics may indeed be unifiecl. Nancy 
carr.vright argues that the idea of a unified physics is fictitious. Actually any recluctionism in 
physics encounters the challenge of quantum theo1y. The incorporation of irreducible 
quantum effects into an otherwise classical world is still a hard nut to crack for the axiomatic 
method, as it was eighty years ago.9 The classical ancl the quantum theories are bese 
examples of incommensurable theories in Kuhn's sense. They are associatecl with diverging 
worlcl views. The quantum clescription of a physical process cannot be reduced to a classical 
description, or vice versa, at a non-probabilistic leve! and within a theory that admits 
unification with relativity. But we can neither dispense with the classical nor with the 
quantum theories. At the present stage of knowledge, quantum physics commits us to 
theoretical pluralism. 

8. The scales of physical quantities 

Neither representationalism, nor operationalism, nor the axiomatic method on its own can 
sufficiently explain what physical quantities are. Any reasonable metaphysics of 
measurement should not rely exclusively on the representational, or operacional, or 
axiomatic, features of measurement but consicler them ali together. Incleed abstraer 
measurement themy is tailorecl to do so. It is metaphysically neutral in that it combines the 
axiomatic methocl with an operational and representational approach, instead of favouring 
one of these approaches at the expense of the others. Measuremcnt theory on its own 
neither commits us to empiricism or scientific realism, nor is it sufficient to reject Kuhn's 
anti-referencial conclusions drawn from incommensurability. It simply cloes not support a 
decisive position concerning the truth of physical theories, or the reference of their 
concepts. 

In another regard, measurement the01y is not metaphysically neutral. It does not suffice 
to support a metaphysics of measurement that agrees with scientific practice. It is only goocl 
for clescribing such measurement methods ancl defining such operation~tl concepts that have 
a unique axiomatic basis. But it is too strong to cope with the actual demancls of theoretical 
pluralism. It cloes not open any way for constructing a common domain of ali modern 
physical theories in terms of scales of physical quantities. 

The scale of a quantity can be operationally clefinecl from a chain of measurements. For 
example, the length scale is establishecl by a chain of measurements performecl with 
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measuring clevices such as: star parallaxis, geoclesic instruments, ruler, micrometric scre\,-, 
microscope, electron microscope, particle scattering in high energy phvsics. The scale of a 
quantitv may be consiclerecl to representa cluster concept in Ellis' sense. It stems from ali 
such empirical ancl experimental operations that give rise to measurements which are 
uniquely representable by real nurnbers ;mcl which have overlapping numerical ranges. In the 
overlap of the ranges, any two measurements of the same phenornenon must gi\'e 
approximately the same results. Accorcling to Ellis (1968, p. 41 f.) , this conclition can be 
macle precise in such a way that is necessary ancl sufficient for clefining a scale. 

However, the neat clefinition is illogical. Each measuring rnethocl comes with its own 
axioms. In general, the scale of a quantity is basecl on measurements stemming from severa! 
incommensurable theories. The axiomatic founclations of the corresponcling operational 
clefinitions may be incompatible. Measurement the01y simply inherits the crucial lirnitations 
of the axiomaric methocl. Concerning the striking axiomatic gaps between classical ancl 
quanturn concepts, Ellis' cluster concepts of quantities turn out to rest on inconsistent 
founclations. For a scale covering such conceptual gaps, the formal continuit:y establishecl bv 
the Archimeclean <Lxiorn of measurement theory seems to be illusive. 

Scientific practice is much sloppier than abstraer measurernent theory. The slop¡w 
constructions of scales of length , time, ancl mass measurernent are ernpirically most 
successful. 1\1any moclern technologies rely on them. For example, they gave rise to thc 
worlcl-wicle stanclarclization of precision measurements to atomic units. (Think of the 
precision clockwork of your quartz watch.) I !uve alreacly mentionecl (in section 3) that in 
Hilbert's view this matter of fact indicares that the Archimeclean axiom is empirically valicl . 
111is means, strikingly enough, that an empirically aclequate axiom of measurement theory is 
ar oclds with the pluralistic structure of moclern physics. 

How is it possible that the construction of the length or mass scales from the subatornic 
to the cosmological clomain is empirically successful? The lenght scale covers the size of the 
universe, the size of this sheet of paper ancl the distance af quarks within a proton ar 
neutron. The size of the universe is abtainecl fram maclels af general relativity (abave ali the 
big bang-madel) plus many kincls af astrophysical elata. The size af this sheet af paper is 
measurecl with a ruler. The clistance af quarks within the nuclean has been measurecl fram 
leptan-nuclean scattering in high energy physics, ar preclictecl fram madels af quantum 
chromaclynamics. Sirnilarly, the rnass scale embraces the mass values for electrons, billarcl 
balls, ar black hales as I mentianecl in the beginning (sectian 2) . Electrons are subject to 
quantum electroclynamics, the moti a ns af billarcl balls abey classical rnechanics, black hales 
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belong to the domain of general relativity. According to Kuhn, each theory generares a world 
view. If we adopt bis holistic philosophy in face of theoretical pluralism, we have to conclucle 
rhat rhe sGtles of physical quantities span a fragmentecl worlcl. 

In constructing such sGdes witbout clespairing of a fragmented worlcl, the physicists 
trust in general principies. The <Lxiomatic methocl has indeecl a grip on rnany of them. Ab01·c 
ali, the symmetries ancl invariances of non-relativistic or relativistic physics are pOl\·erful 
axiomatic tools (Wigner 1939, 1979). They establish a general framework of theor\' 
construction, relations of approximate recluction between alternative axioms, ancl other 
pleasant features of a unifiecl physics. The associatecl conservation laws such as energv
momentum conseivation, charge consetvation; parity conseivation (or non-consetvation) 
give rise to axiomatic clefinitions of general concepts. Theoretical concepts clefinecl in terms 
of symmetries ancl consetvation laws do not depencl on specific theories. As far as they gi\'e 
rise to smooth transitions between non-relativistic ancl relativistic laws, thev mav holcl for the 
whole scale of a quantit:y. Thev are keystones in the construction of the language of phvsics. 

The dimensional algebra of physical quantities is another keystone. The climension of a 
quantity expresses the algebraic property of belonging to the class of magnitudes making up 
the corresponding scale. (The class of magnitudes making upa scale can be operationally 
clefined from a chain of measurements. We should not forget, however, that sorne 
members of the chain may have incompatible axiomatic foundations.) Sorne authors iclentifv 
the dimension of a quantity with its scale. More strictly, the sede is the numerical 
representation of a class of magnitudes of a certain climension. The clirnension depicts the 
algebraic or combinatoric properties of a magnitude. It clisregarcls the numerical 
representation of a magnitude. In this way, the numerical relations between magnitudes, or 
the quantitative content of physical laws, are also not taken into consicleration. 

Correspondingly, the dimensional algebra of physics deals with the non-nurnerical 
features of physical quantities ancl laws. The dimensional algebra of quantities has also been 
axiomatizecl within abstraer measurement theory. (Krantz 1971 , Chapter 10.) The ;1xioms 
imply that the climensions on both sicles of an equation expressing a physical law rnust 
combine to the same kincl of quantity, e.g. [ mass] x [length] x [timep in the law of force. 
Such general algebraic or combinatoria! properties of quantities en ter into ali physical 
theories. They give rise to the well-known IT-Theorem of dimensional analysis (Briclgrnan 
1949) as well as to the consicleration that an ultimare themy of physics has to be expressecl 
in terms of climensionless quantities (Whyte 1954) . The dimensional analysis of plwsical 
problems is a useful heuristic too! for constructing the moclels of a known or unknown 
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theo1y. Indeed it is a very strong constraint of theory construction. It relies on the 
assumption that sorne basic algebraic features of the classical concepts of lenght, mass, etc. 
apply also to structures in the subatomic and cosmological domains. The assumption is 
strong enough to construct scales which satisfy the Archimeclean axiom. On the other hancl, 
it is weak enough to aclmit that in the quantum clomain, the resulting algebra of obse1vables 
has non-Boolean sectors. 

The remaining conceptual gaps in the scales are el osee\ by means of bridge principies. 
Bridge principies are usecl to tie a theoty to more accessible aspects of reality (Cartwright 
1983, p. 132). Quite often, they link sorne crucial terms of the vocabulaty of two 
incommensurable theories, for example the concepts of mass in non-relativistic mechanics 
ancl in special relativity, or the concepts of position or of momentum in classie<tl and quantum 
mechanics. Such conceptual links are usu~tlly justifiecl by relations of approximate recluction 
that hotel between sorne specific laws or moclels of both theories. Sorne famous bridge 
principies have a formal shape that derives from an axiomatic theory, others do not. 
Ehrenfest's theorem, a useful principie to bridge the conceptual gap between the classical 
ancl the quantum clomain, is formal. It derives from quantum mechanics. Bohr's famous 
corresponclence principie is informal. It gave rise to the clevelopment of quantum 
mechanics. It establishecl most important links bet\veen classical and quantum concepts in 
the days of the ole\ quantum theo1y, as it does today (Darrigol 1992; Falkenburg 1997, 
1998). 

9. The inherent metaphysics of measurement 

Nancy Cart\vright (1983) has emphasizecl that the actual inclispensibility of bridge principies 
is a case for theoretical pluralism. She argues against the axiomatic methocl ancl the relatecl 
search for a unifiecl physical theory. Probably she woulcl say that the pragmatic construction 
of scales by means of bridge principies commits us to instrumentalism. I would not agree. 
Sometimes, empirical success in constructing a scale can not be explainecl from any known 
bridge principie. A striking case is founcl in particle physics (Falkenburg 1996). Momentum 
measurements from particle tracks have been performecl for clecacles with enormous 
empirical success. In order to measure patticle momenta from macroscopic particle tracks, 
classical laws which apply to individual tracks are combinecl with probabilistic quantum laws 
which do not apply to individual tracks. The resulting quasi-classical measurement theory is 
incoherent. It can be shown that if energy dissipates along the tracks none of the known 
bridge principies of physics legitimares the measuring methocl. The empírica! success of the 
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method is a case for the Archimedean axiom. The measurements give coherent empirical 

results only because the incommensurable classical ancl quantum concepts that enter the 

measuring laws express related physical magnitudes. 
The well-known miracle argument in favour of scientific realism should not be brought 

up here again. The scope of my paper was to show that Kuhn's view of incommensurabilitv 

ancl its consequences neglect the uni~1ing power ancl the referentjal impon of the languagc 
in which measurements are expressed (see end of section 2). The language of 

measurement is expressecl in terms of physical quantities such as lenght, time, or mass. 

Many measurements of subatomic physics or astrophysics presuppose that the measured 
quantities range from a subatomic to a cosmological scale, in accordance with thc 

A.rchimedean ;odom and despite theoretical pluralism. To complete my argument I have 

indeecl merely to insist on the ontological commitment of the Archimedean axiom. The 
scale of a physical quantity is constructed in such a way that the axiom is sarisfied. The 

A.rchimedean axiom, however, commits us to believe in the existence of a continuum of 

entities which span the scale. Obviouslv, to consrruct a scale ancl to use ir for measurements 
is not meraphysicallv neutral. The construction of a scale makes no sense if we clo not 

believe that it ranges over related physical predicares. The use of such predicares in a 

measurement makes no sense if we do not believe that they express what is mcasurecl, that 

is, physical magnitudes. To believe in such magnitudes, however, means to believe in 

physical propenies. 
The Archimedean axiom does not commit us to iclenti~1 physical properties with abstract 

entities of their own. \Y/e may aclhere empiricism or naturalism, and prefer an extensional 

account of magnitudes. From a logical point of view, physical magnitudes stand for classes of 

concrete objects, ancl the scale of a quantity is a class of such classes which expresses 
relations between concrete sysrems or processes. \Yle mav conceive of the physical 

properties behincl these relations cautiously in terms of clispositions. This results in the 

following modest version of scientific realism. Physical magnitudes express dispositions of 

processes or systems to behave in well-ordered ways under cenain kincls of measurement. 

\Ylhatever metaphysical view of magnitudes or properties we are wi lling to defend, the 

Archimedean axiom commits us to continua of physical magnitudes. \Ylhether we conceive 

of magnitudes as entities of their own or not, we !uve to conceive of them as coming in 

degrees. To construct the length, time, ancl mass scales from zero to the infinite means to 
believe that each of these scales expresses an ordering of relatecl magnitudes of a certain 

kind. To construct them in spite of theoretical pluralism from a subatomic to a cosmological 
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scale means to maintain that our actual scientific knowledge of natural kinds is fragmentecl, 
but that the kincls of magnitudes we measure in nature are not. 

Notes 

1 Cf. Kuhn 1970, pp. 198 ff , colllpared to pp. U8-150. See also Hol'llingen-Huene 1993. pp. 206-221. 
2 See K\'borg 1984, chapter 9, p. 183 ff., and rhe literature quoted there. 
3 See Krantz 1971, p. 25: "In addition to che types of axiollls just described. a rather odd axiolll is 

usuall1' stated as parr of each svstelll. It is called Arc/Ji111edean because it corresponcls to rhe 
A.rchimeclean propertl' of real nulllbers: for any positive number x, 110 matrer ho\\· small. ancl for 
anv number I', no matrer how large, there exists an integer such thar 11.,._;:e:v. This simpll' means 
that anv two numbers are COlllpa rable, i.e ., rheir ratio is nor infinite." See also Narens 1985. parr II. 

4 I shall collle back to rhis crucial poilll in seccions 8 ancl 9. 
5 I shall come back to Ellis' cluster concepts in section 8. 
6 To criticize atomislll, Mach refers to Newton's rules of reaso11ing (Mach 1883, p. 466 f). In so cloing. 

he takes aclvancage of Newton's authoritl' for supporring an anti-atollliSlll which the author of 
rule III eviclentlv clic! not have in lllincl. 

7 Moclern subatomic phl'sics shows that che criticislll is subscanrial. The problem is onl\' shiftecl frolll 
che lllass of chelllicallv clifferent boclies to che lllass of rhe subatolllic constirnenrs of rhe chemical 
elemenrs. that is in che last aml1·sis, to che masses and charges of differenr quarks. Conrrarill' to 
Mach ancl Newton, however. lllodern plll'sics resolves rhe problelll bv assullling inrrinsic cil'nalllic 
propenies in which rhe subaromic consrirnenrs of macrer differ. 

8 In che 1905 paper, H, Einstein menrions rhe srrange consequence ("eigenüilllliche Konsequenz") of 
rhe Lorentz rransforlllation rhar a moving dock shoulcl be clelavecl, colllparecl to a dock ar resr. 
The so-ca ll ee! rwin paraclox srems frolll applving che principie of relarivirv to rhe moving dock 
ancl rhe dock at resr, ancl asking how rhere can be an abso/ ute clelav of one of borh clocks. 

9 Hilben (1918, p. 151) elllphasizes rhar quanrum rheorv conrraclicts Maxwell's elecrroclmalllics. This 
vear we celebrare 70 vears of Heisenberg's uncenainrv relarions, wirhour having a clefinire 
quanrnm lllechanics of measurement. 
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